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' August 31. 1989
,

becutive Vice President

-U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attn: Document Control Desk -
Washington, D. C.- 20555<

SUBJECT: COMANCHE PEAK STEAM ELECTRIC STATION (CPSES)
DOCKET-NOS 50-445 AND 50-446
ADVANCE FSAR SUBMITTAL'
TORNADO VENTING DOORS

Gentlemen:

This letter provides an advance ccpy of changes to be included in a future
FSAR amendment.. The changes include deleting the tornado door schedule,
replacing two roll-up doors with blow-out doors, and deleting the discussion.
of the venting of cable spreading rooms.

In order to facilitate NRC Staff review of this change, the attachment is-'
organized.as follows:

-1. Draft revised FSAR pages, with change portions indicated by a bar in
the margin, as they are to appear in a future amendment.

2. A' detailed desc iption/ justification for the change.

3. A copy of a related SER section.

4. A page containing the title of a " bullet" which consolidates and
categorizes similar individual changes by subject and related SER
section.
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^ August 31, 1989
Page 2 of 2

5. The bold /overst/ ke version of the revised FSAR pages'-referenced
by the detailed description / justification for the changes identified
above. -The bold / overstrike version' facilitates review of the
revision by highlighting each addition'of new text in bold' type font

.

-and overstriking with a slash.(/) the portion of the text that:is
-deleted.

|
Sincerely,

Vf )11 -

William J. Cahill, Jr.

By: M M
RogeV D. Walker
Manager, Nuclear Licensing

| .CBC/dje
| Attachment

'c - Mr. R. D. Martin,-Region IV -
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Resident Inspectors,, CPSES-(3)
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i

~T-
Advance FSAR Submittal Concerning

Tornado Venting Doors

ligm Subiect Paoes

1 Draft Revised FSAR Pages 2 thru 6

2 Detailed Description / Justification for 7 thru 8
Changes 1

3 Related SER Section 9 thru 10

4 Bullet Title 11

5 - Bold /0verstrike Version of Revised FSAR 12 thru 18
Pages
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,

42 3.3.2.2 Tornado Protection Design Fe6tures

DRAFT Venting from the building interior compartments to the exterior is

provfded by blow out' door F-4EX, tornado pressure relief dampers, and
tornado pressure relief blowout panels.

|1. Blow-out door F-4EXDRAFT

DRAFT The Fuel Building is primarily vented by an opening covered by-
blow-out door F-4EX. This door is designed to blowout when

subjected to tornado induced loading.

14 |2. Tornado Pressu're kelief Dampers in Exterior Walls

55 All exterior tornado dampers are specified to remain closed
during winds with speeds up.to 119 mph. Tornado dampers in

42 exterior walls are specified to open in either direction when the

differential pressure across the damper reaches 0.25 psi in -

either direction. Concrete missile shields, as shown on Figure

3.3-1, protect the dampers and the building interior from tornado
generated missiles.

'55

42 3. Tornado Pressure Relief Blowout Panels

42 I Airtight blowout panels are used in the venting of the Auxiliary
Building, the Control Room and the Safeguards Building. All
blowout panels are specified to remain airtight during winds with

| 52 speeds up to 119 mph. Blowout panels are specified to open when
the differential pressure across the panel reaches 0.25 psi.

b- 68 Where a missile can impact a blowout panel, a Seismic Category I
building is protected by reinforced concrete missile resisting

! walls and roof so arranged as to stop a missile as shown in
Figure 3.3-2 and Figure 3.3-3. Where a missile is stopped by a

concrete barrier and could then enter by gravity into a Category

I building protective grating is provided as shown in Figure 3.3-
3.

,

Draft Version 3.3-4
..
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,

The Diesel Generator Building is primarily vented through the Diesel 42.

Generator air' intakes. Venting between interior compartments that 55

are separate fire areas is provided by fire rated architectural door

openings, tornado pressure relief dampers (in series with fire

dampers), and fire rated HVAC air transfer grilles,

1. Fire Rated Architectural Door Openings 42

' Door E-3AX is specified to blowout of the E&C building into the DRAFT

turbine building. The door is designed to blowout when

subjected to tornado induced loading.

DRAFT

Several standard hollow metal doors are held open with fusible 42

link arm-holders designed to close the' door during a fire.

Wire-mesh doors are alto provided for radiation protection,

(access control) as required. Where other considerations, such

as HVAC integrity, require that a hollow metal door be closr:d,
.

and venting is still required the door is modified in such a way,

as to allow it to release during a tornado. These doors are

also restrained during release to prevent destruction of the

door. Fire rated doors are also provided in the same doorway
and are also held open with fusible link arm-holders designed to
close the door during a fire.

t

i

E

3.3-5 Draft Version
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,

| 55- .2. Tornado Pressure Relief Dampers in Interior Fire Walls

42: These dampers are normally closed and are specified to open in
either direction when the differential pressure across the damper
reaches *3" wg.

55

42; 3. Fire Rated. Air Transfer Grilles

42 Several fire-rated HVAC air transfer grilles are considered-for'

tornado venting. These vents are not attached'to ductwork which
55 would potentially block the vent. These vents are normally

open.

55

42 Venting between interior compartments that are not separate fire areas
is provided by access gratings, excess area in wall penetrations,

tornado pressure relief dampers and architectural door openings.

55 1.. Tornado Pressure Relief Dampert in Interior Walls

55 These dampers operate in the.same manner as the interior dampers
in the fire-rated openings.

42 2. Architectural Door Openings

42 Several wire-mesh doors are provided for tornado venting.

55 Several hollow-metal doors are provided with air transfer
,

DRAFT louvers. In cases where doors are required by other
o considerations to be in closed positions, some doors are designed

to blow open |rhen subjected to tornado induced loading.

Draft Version 3.3-6
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'

Page. 5. of: 18 - CPSES/FSAR

Since the tornado venting characteristics of the buildings are DRAFT*

|-
' dependent on the positions of architectural doors, these positions
must be considered. . Applicable plant-design documents show all doors
that have a required open position for purposes of tornado venting.

:

*

Seismic Category I structures are designed.to withstand the impact 42

loads from the spectrum of tornado generated missiles as~shown.in

Table 3.5.8. Structures are of sufficient thickness to prevent

perforation or the generation of secondary missiles by tornado

generated missiles to which they can be exposed.

Non-Seismic Category I structures.or structural components'whose 42

failure under tornado' loading could possibly impair the function of

Seismic Category I structures, equipment, systems or components are'
designed to withstand the effects of the tornado loading to the extent

'that the functional requirements of Seismic Category I structures,

equipment, systems and components are not impaired.

3.3.2.3 Method of Analysis

' The dynamic wind pressure, q, is calculated from the following
equatien:

q - 0.00256 V2

where: q - wind pressure [ psf ]

y - wind velocity [ sph ]

0130.1

The tornado wind velocity is not assumed to vary with height above the
ground. The tornado wind pressure is applied as a static load. The

O .' pressure distribution and shape coefficients for tornado loadings are
the same as the coefficients used for wind, as described in Subsection

3.3.1.2. For all Seismic Category I structures a 360 mph wind 66

velocity is applied uniformly. A gust factor of 1.0 shall be used.
|

3.3-7 Draft Version
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.

TABLE 3.3-1 HAS BEEN DELETED. DRAFT
j
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P~ age 7 o.f 18. DETAILED DESCRIPTION- Page a
^

.. .

.

FS1RPage
!

'.(as amended) Group Description

3.3-4 S 2 Replaces roll-up doors F-4E and E-3A'with blow-out-
doors F-4EX and E-3AX, and changes the description of
these doors to be consistent with descriptions of other-~-
doors by using the words " subjected to tornado induced
loading" instead of giving the setpoint.
Revision:

Reflects the actual design.
FSAR Change Request Number: 88 831.1
Related SER Section: 3.3.2
SER/SSER Impact: No

3.3-5 2 Deletes the discussion of the venting of cable i

spreading rooms by doors E-23. E-24, and E-25 (FSAR
section 3.3.2.2).
Correction:

Reflects the current tornado design analysis which no
longer requires these doors to be open.

FSAR Change Request Number: 88-831.2
Related SER Section: 3.3.2
SER/SSER Impact: No

-3.3 6 4 Provides clarification that multiple doors may be're-
quired by other considerations to be closed, but only
some of these doors are designed to blow open in the
event of a tornado.
Clarification:
FSAR Change-Request Number: 88 831.6
Related SER Section: 3.3.2
SER/SSER Impact: No

3.3-7 4 Clarifies the statement regarding the tornado venting
characteristics of the buildings (section'3.3.2.2).
Clarification:

Deletes the words "somewhat", " normal", and "some of"
as they could be misinterpreted.

FSAR Change Request Number: 88 831.3
Related SER Section: 3.3.2
SER/SSER Impact: No

3.3-7 2 Replaces references to Table 3.3-1 with " applicable
plant design documents" to reflect deletion of Table
3.3-1.
Correction:,

Table 3.3-1 is being deleted and the reader directed to
current plant design documents to obtain information on
the plant door schedule. This ensures that the reader
obtains current information. It also eliminates the

u__________ ___ __ __ - . _ _ . i
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LPage<S'uf:18 DETAILED DESCRIPTION Page'2'g j.
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.

i
*

FSAR Page

(as amende(1 GrouD Description'

need for frequent FSAR updates to reflect minor changes,
'

in the plant door schedule.
FSAR Change Request Number: 88-831.4

: Related SER Section: 3.3.2
SER/SSER Impact: No

' Table 3.3-1 2 See Sheet No(s):1. 2. 3. and 4
Deletes Table 3.3-1.
Revision:
Table 3.3-1 is being deleted and the reader directed to
current plant design documents to obtain information on
the plant door schedule. This ensures that the reader
obtains current information. It also eliminates the
need for frequent FSAR updates to reflect minor changes
in the plant door schedule.

FSAR Change Request Number: 88-831.5
Related SER Section: 3.3.2
SER/SSER Impact: No

.

_ _ _ _ _ . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _
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3.3 Wind and Tornado Loadinas I,

3.3.1 Wind Desip Criteria

All Cate p.ry.I structures exposed to wind forces are designed to withstand the
effects of the design wind. The design wind specified has a velocity of
80 mph r,t 30 ft.above ground, based on a recurrence interval of 100 years.

The procedures that are used to transform the wind velocity into pressure
loadings on structures and the associated vertical distribution of wind pressures
and pust factors are in accordance with pru:edures presented in Paper No. 3269
of tie American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) (" Wind Forces on Structures"),
and these procedures are acceptable to the staff.

The procedures that are used to detamine the loadings on seismic Category I
structures induced by the desip wind specified for the plant are acceptable
because these procedures provide a conservative basis for engineering design
to ensure that the structure will withstand such environmental forces.

The use of these procedures provides reasonable assurance that,ismic Cain the event
of design-bests winds, the structural integrity of the plant se ry I
structures will not be impaired and, consequently, seismic Catepry I sys
and cesponents located within these structures are tely protected and

iwill perfom their intended safety functions, if Confomance with. 4.

these precedures is an acceptable basis for satisfying, in part, the requirements
of @C t.

3.3.2 Tornado Design criteria )
'

All Category I structures exposed to tornede forces and needed for the safe
shutdeun of the plant are designed to resist a.tormede of 300 mph tangential
wind velocity and have been analyzed to show that,ther can resist the additional
50 eph transnational wind velocity, according to staff requirement. A simulta-
neous atmospheric pressure drop uns assmed to be 3 get in 3 sec. Tornado
missiles are aise censidered in the desige, as discussed in Section 3.5 of
this report.

,

The pr'ocedores that are used'to trensfore the tornede wind velocity into
pressure leadings are steilar;te those used for the dosip wind loadings as
discussed in Section 3.3.1.' The tornede-eissile effects will be determined by
using precedures discusand in Section 3.5.3..' The total effect of the design
tornede en ebogery I structures is determined by appropriate combinations of
the indiriggsi effects of the tornado wind pressure, pressure drop, and tornadoj associated mealles.

Nonseismic Category I structures or structural components whose failure under.

tornado loadings could possibly impair the function of seismic Ca ry I
structures equipment, systems, or components are designed to withs the
effects of,tornede loading to.the extent that the functional requirements of
seismic Category I structures, equipment, systems, and components are not
lapeired. Nonseismic Category I equipment that can possibly become a tornado-
generated missile is evaluated as a potential missile.

I

3-4
i
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Page 10'of 18
,

, The Category I structures that feature openings to allow venting of these
structures during the tornado are designed with missile shields over these
openings capablo of providing the same missile protection as the alls and
roofs of the respective structures.

The procedures used to determine the loadings on structures induced by the
design-basis tornado.specified for the plant are acceptable because these
procedures provide a conservative basis for engineering design to ensure that
the structures withstand such environmental forces.

The use'of these procedures provides reasonable assurance that, in the event
of a design-basis tornado, the structural integrity of the plant structures
that have been designed for tornado loads will not be impaired, and, consequently,
safety related systems and components located within these structures will be
adequately protected and may be expected to perfom necessary safety functions
as required. Conformance with these procedures is an acceptable basis for
satisfying, in part, the requirements of GOC 2.

3.4 Water Level (Flood) Desian

3.4.1 Water Level (Flood) Design
.

To ensure conformance with the requirements of GDC 2 with respect to protection
against flooding, the staff reviewed the overall plant flood protection design,
including all systems and components whose failure as a result of flooding .

could prevent safe shutdown of the piant or result in uncontrolled release of
significant radioactivity. The applicant has provided protection from inuniation
and static and dynamic effects for safety-related structures, systans, and
components by the " dry site" method (defined in Regulatory Guide 1.102) as
described below.

The calculated probable maximum flood level (PE) for the facility is eleva-
tion 789.7 ft (see Section 2.4.3). Althou
intake structure are below this elevation,gh portione of the service water

;

the safety-related service water
pump motors, valve operators and controls are above the maximum flood level.
There is essential equipment in the safeguards building below the maximum flood

ilevel, tiowever, the grade elevation for the safeguards building is 810.0 ft;
no doors or entries to the safeguards building are located below the maximum
flood level. Water stops are used in all construction joints below grade, and
safety grade sump pumps are provided f6r the safeguards building.. The lowest
elevations of the auxiliary building.and fuel bei ding are above the maximum
flood level. JThe only area of concern regarding exterior flooding involves
the safety ct$17ed-weter system pumps and condensers, located at elevation
778 ft of the electrical and control building. At the central section at this*, elevation, thelre is direct access from the e actrical and control building to
the turbine building. Although there are no doorways between the certral.

section of this elevation and the safety chilled-water equipment compartments,
flood water could enter the compartments through nonweter-tight seals and open
floor drain lines which communicate with the drain sump in the central section
of the electrical and control building. One path for flood water into the
turbine building could be through the circulating water system pipe tunnel,

| which is open to the turbine bu'1 ding at elevation 758 ft 6 in. Also, as
| discussed in Section 10.4.5 of this repor.t. the access between the turbine

.

3-5
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3.3 hind and Tornado leadinas-;
,

,; r ..

'3.3.2 Tornado Desian Criteria
'ESGB- 5.. The FSAR has made a number of additional changes'es aLresult of.

tornado venting considerations (see also bullet 3.3.2-4,^

above). ' (FSAR deletes Table 3.3-1.).
f
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-42 '3.3.2".2 ' Tornado Protection Design Features

'42 Venting from the building interior compartments to the exterior is

provided by blow-out /d77/dp door F-4EX, F/ del tornado pressure relief
dampers, and tornado pressure relief blowout panels.

42 1. Blow-out Rd77/dp door F-4EX F/dE

The Fuel Building is primarily vented by an opening covered by
68 b1ow-out /dll/dp door F-4EX F/dE. This door is designed

i spdtiffdd to pd/tidIIf blowout when subjected to tornado induced
1oading tKd ditfdtddtidl ptittstd ditdti tMd didt fidtMdt 118

| pif.

55 2. Tornado Pressure Relief Dampers in Exterior Walls

55 All exterior torn.edo dampers are specified to remain closed
during winds with speeds up to 119 aph. Tornado dampers in

42 exterior walls are specified to open in either direction when the

differential pressure across the damper reaches 0.25 psi in
either direction. Concrete missile shields, as shown on Figure

3.3-1, protect the dampers and the building interior from tornado

generated missiles.

55

42 3. Tornado Pressure Relief Blowout Panels

42 Airtight blowout panels are used in the venting ofethe Auxiliary

Building, the Control Room and the Safeguards Building. All

blowout panels are specified to remain airtight during winds with

52 speeds up to 119 mph. Blowout panels are specified to open when
the differential pressure across the panel reaches 0.25 psi.

68 Where a missile can impact a blowout panel, a Seismic Category I
building is protected by reinforced concrete missile resisting

| walls and roof so arranged as to stop a missile as shown in
1
'

Figure ~3.3-2 and Figure 3.3-3. Where a missile is stopped by a i

concrete barrier and could then enter by gravity into a Category

I building protective grating is provided as shown in Figure 3.3-

3.
Bold /0verstrike 3.3-4 |

|
Version.
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'

42 'The Diesel Generator Building is pricarily vented through the Diesel
'

55 Generator air intakes. Venting between interior compartments that

are separate fire areas is provided by fire rated architectural door
~

openings, tornado pressure relief dampers (in series with fire
dampers), and fire rated HVAC air transfer grilles.

42 1. Fire Rated Architectural Door Openings

68 Door E-3AX R611/df d66f E/3A is specified to blowout of the E&C
building into the turbine building. The door is designed

/ spdtifidd to blowout when subjected to tornado induced loading

tM4 difistintiil ffitisti dif6ti tMd 466f tiit>di Bit fit.

55 TM4 timid iffidding f66dt iti distdd %f ifitidlif 66difidd

I tildtitt 666ft E/23l Ellt did EftEl ditM 61 iMdid 466ft li
didiffdd ditM i fddddititill) 6fifitid $titisti tidiititi d66f,

6fddit! TMd 466f 6findt it d6i14644 16 6fdd tM4 d66f it i,

42 66/1666 fl6d 6f 1 ist6dd ditif i difidfintini $tdiidtd 6f 110 fil,

; li figlHidl litM d66f li dfdiffdd altM tititti dit ind

ditttfitil ifitidil EstM 6f tMdid d66ft ifd fifd/fitid did,

ddiigddd t6 6fdd 6dif ddfind t6fdditt 16ddiddl,

42 J Several standard hollow metal doors are held open with fusible
link arm-holders designed to close the door during a fire.

Wire-mesh doors are also provided for radiation protection
(access control) as required. Where other considerations, such
as HVAC integrity, require that a hollow metal door be closed,

and venting is still required the door is modified in such a way

as to allow it to release during a tornado. These doors are

also restrained during release to prevent destruction of the0
door. Fire rated doors are also provided in the same doorway

and are also held open with fusible link arm-holders designed to
close the door during a fire.

|

|
3.3-5 Bold /0verstrike

Version
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42, Since the tornado venting characteristics of the buildings are

iddddMit dependent on the d6tidT positions of architectural doors,
sddd df these positions must be considered. Applicable plant design

documents show TdNId 3/3/1 iHddi d 7 tit 6f all doors that have a
required open ddtddl position for purposes of tornado venting. TMd
$6titi6dt di dl1 findining d66ti d6 n6t difitt 16tidd6 ft6tittidnt<

i Seismic Category I structures are designed to withstand the impact

loads from the spectrum of tornado generated missiles as shown in

Table 3.5.8. Structures are of sufficient thickness to prevent

perforation or the generation of secondary missiles by tornado

generated missiles to which they can be exposed.

42 Non-Seismic Category I structures or structural components whose
failure under tornado loading could possibly impair the function of

Seismic Category I structures, equipment, systems or components are
designed to withstand the effects of the tornado loading to the extent

that the functional requirements of Seismic Category I structures,
equipment, systems and components are not impaired.

3.3.2.3 Method of Analysis

The dynamic wind pressure, q, is calculated from the following
equation:

q - 0.00256 V2

where: q - rind pressure [ psf 3

y - wind velocity [ sph 3

|0130.1

h The tornado wind velocity is not assumed to vary with height above the

ground. The tornado wind pressure is applied as a static load. The

pressure distribution and shape coefficients for tornado loadings are
the same as the coefficients used for wind, as described in Subsection

66 3.3.1.2. For all Seismic Category I structures a 360 mph wind

j velocity is applied uniformly. A gust factor of 1.0 shall be used.

3.3-7 Bold /0verstrike
Version
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TABLE 3.3-1 NAS BEEN DELETED.

isKidt I di di
.

MSRMAE 868R PesITIONs F8R 78RNA80 VEN7INE

500R Net P05ITION W90R Net PesI719N

Fddl edifdidd

F/dA Sidd F/IZ 6pdd ' ss.

F/45 Spdd F/IZA CIdtdd J ss
F/dt C7didd F/I3 Spdd J ss
F/s 9pdd F/Z3A Cidtdd J ss
F/9 9pdd F/Zs Cidtid ss

'

.

F/dfX 6pdd 66
'

.

Ittp |Alldidd

7/48 CTdidd

Erdtf/ftd7 & Eddf/d7 sdf7didd

E/I #pdd E/295 Spdd 58
'

.

t/te tidtid E/ttA epid ; ss

E/Is epdd E/zzs epdd J ss
E/ rex crdidd E/zzx eped ss.

E/IE sped E/z3 cidtdd i ss
O

E/ rex cididd E/zs epdd- J ss
E/lf tidtid E/ts tidtid ss,

E/33 9pdd 66.

Elas epdd E/34 cidtdd J ss
E/3e epdd E/35 epdd J ss
E/4 eddd E/ dea erdidd 55

1

!
4

_ -- -- u
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*

N03HYl 0008 d0511 IONS 30B 10dNV00 A3N1IND

000B NO' d051110N 000B NO' d0SI1 ION

3/$ 9$7W 3/703 32777P J 51
3/9 O#PW 3/PI' 3f7777 31'

3/t O#PW 3/yZY 9#7F J $$
3/9 9#PW 1/FZ3 9#7W. J 99
3/6 9#79 3/yZH OWPW , 59'

3/IS 3f77PP 3/ff 9#7M J SS

3/!? 9WPW 3/79 3f7777 59'

3/IS 0WPW 3/f9Y 3f777P SS'

3/19 SAPW 3/f99 3f7777 $$'

3/IL 9#PW 3/783 3fP7PP J SS

3/19 9#7W 3/f50 3f77PP , $$'

3/I6 3f7777 3/ff 9#79 J $$
3/20Y OWPW

fPfif17/F 871I7199

Y/I99 3f77PP Y/26 3f77PP

Y/!03 9#77 Y/EG 317777

Y/IOJ 9#PW Y/EZ 3I777P

Y/IFY 3f77PP Y/ EZY 3297PP

Y/I9 3f77PP Y/E29 3f77PP

Y/II 3177PP Y/E23 3f77PP

Y/I9 3f77PP Y/E20 3f77PP

Y/E9 9#79 99'

' Y/EI 9#79 J 99
Y/ZZ 3f7777 Y/E9 9#PW

Y/ZE 3f77PP Y/E6 9#7V '

Y/ZEY 3f77PP Y/703 9#79
Y/27 3f7777 Y/ff 6#79
Y/29 3fP7PP Y/79 0#7W

.

'

i
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NORMAL 000R POSITIONS FOR TORNADO VENTING

.

DOOR NO. POSITION DOOR NO. POSITION

5dfdddd/dd Bdf7diddi / Wdiff I 1 2

fMdfdf Edd/ NddWd/s ddd Pdifffdds l/d dddd/fd fd/ #dfM ddiff J 68

5/1 6pdd J 66
5/ZX tididd / 66

J 68
5/19X tididd 5/33X LTdidd 55i

5/11 Spdd J 68
5/IZX CTdidd 68a

5/IZX CIdidd J 68
5/I3 tididd 66,

5/Id Eldidd 5/35 E7didd
5/I5 CIdidd 5/355 CIdidd
5/I6 CIdidd 5/35C CTdidd

5/I7- EIdidd 5/37 #pdd J 68
5/I8 CTdidd 5/37X CIdddd J 68
5/19 E7didd 5/38A CIdddd
5/IfA tididd $/388 tidtid

5/Z8 tididd 5/38t tididd

5/28A LIdidd 5/368 tididd

5/ZZ Spdd 5/38C tididd

5/38F E7didd J 66
5/Z4 CIdtdd 5/388 tididd,

5/49 L7dddd J 66
5/Z6 CIdidd 5/dfA CJdidd

|
|

h

_ _ _
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. ' TABLE 3.3-1,
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| NORMAL DOOR POSITIONS FOR TORNADO VENTING

DOOR NO. POSITION DOOR NO. POSITION
'

s/28 tididd s/408 tididd

s/28A Spdd s/det tidddd
s/43 eped jss

s/ tit tididd s/44 epdd

s/zes tidged s/ds ,. sped

s/zet 't!didd s/As sped

J 68

.
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